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Around two years ago, this team decided to take a break with the 
PBase Magazine. As we wrote in the editorial, our intent was to take 
a brief break. As it turns out, by brief, we meant a two-and-a-half 
year sabbatical.  Towards end of last year, Michel Lammerse con-
tacted me about restarting the effort and even offered his critical 
help in taking over the responsibility of magazine design (and this 
is a big one). So I have Michel to thank for waking us all up.  As they 
say, nothing is permanent except change – and that is true for our 
loose team of volunteers as well. Eric Kuhn, our dynamic co-editor 
of yester-issues has since moved on and is now working for CNN. 
Wanda, our lovely proofreader from Utah might have also moved 
(my emails did not seem to reach, but I plan to try and reach her 
again after this issue).  To them, a huge thanks for helping out in 
such a  great way all this while. And then there is Gary Blanchette. 
Rock solid as he is, he is still there with us in this issue, albeit his 
health issues a couple of years ago. Tip-o-the-hat, great one! 
So what have I been doing for  the past two years? I’ve been photo-
graphing like a busy professional would. Only, that you would not 
see a single update in my PBase galleries. Only, that  I never get 
paid for it.  And that’s because I’ve been transformed into a doting 
father who only has time to take pictures of his one-oh-two-oh-
three year old son and producing yearly books via Blurb.com  for 
him for a very select audience (my wife and I, really).  And besides 
that, I’ve also been marveling at the new genre of content devices 
like the iPad (of course, I had to buy a couple of them) and trying to 
predict how such form-factors will change content consumption – 
but that’s part of my day job.

Back to present day – we are proud to produce Issue #13. 
 We took a break after Issue #12 and several thought it’s the ‘un-
lucky 13th’ milestone had had us defeated. Well, a few  years later, 
we crossed that milestone with this issue. Obviously, we can’t stop 
here because then we would have stopped at the 13th issue. So we 
can guarantee Issue 14 and hopefully, beyond that as well. But we 
will be making one change: from now on, we are converting this 
magazine into a ‘when we can, but not less than once in 6 months’ 
schedule.  

Please enjoy this issue and let Michel know how much 
you like his hard work with the new design.

    Arjun Roychowdhury

The Awakening

www.pbase.com/arjunrc
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PBase Photographer Profile

Mostafa Moftah was born and raised in Cairo, Egypt. He 
is a painter, a musician, a graphic designer and a self-
taught photographer. He graduated from the Faculty 
of Fine Arts at Cairo University in 1977. He has exhibited 
his paintings at many group and solo Art shows. His 
paintings are in the collections of the National Museum 
of Contemporary Arts. He studied classical guitar in his 
teens with an Italian teacher and played in a rock band 
for three years.

Moftah has worked in advertising for 28 years. He was 
an art director for many leading advertising agencies in 
Cairo including Leo Burnett. Later he ran his own gra-
phic arts studio serving many organizations including: 
American Express, UNICEF, Renault to name a few.

He started taking photos to help his paintings, bought 
dark-room equipment and taught himself how to de-
velop film and print photos. Eventually, he fell in love 
with photography as a tool to express himself. 30 years 
later, he decided to quit his advertising career to devote 
his entire time to photography while also finding time 
to paint and create music. He has chosen the creativity 
in photography over painting and music because it gives 
him what he was looking for all his life: a sense of free-
dom as well as responsibility.

Mostafa Moftah now lives with his wife and two sons 
and works in the 34th floor of a skyscraper on the Nile 
where he has a panoramic view of Giza pyramids and 
Saqqara and Dahshur pyramids.

  
  Name: Mostafa Moftah
  Web:   www.pbase.com/moftah
  From:   Egypt - Cairo
  Years as photographer: 35
  Years as PBase user:  5
  Photography style:  No specific style

      Canon Eos 400D
    18-55mm f/3.5-5.6
    10-20mm f/4-5.6
    60mm f/2.8 macro
  Equipment:   18-270mm f/3.6-6.3
    Lensbaby 3G
    Manfrotto 190XPROB Pro 
    Manfrotto 322RC2 Ball Head 
    CanonScan LiDE 30
    HP Designjet Z2100 24”

www.pbase.com/moftah


PBase Magazine: You have a very 
unique style of photography. If you 
were asked ‘what is your photography 
style’ how would you describe it? 

Moftah: I did not really pursue a 
specific style nor did I force myself to 
follow one. I let myself go free. Some 
of my photos turn out to be surrealistic 
or abstract or even journalistic but I 
cannot say this is way I had intended 
it to be - it is the photo that naturally 
took its path and I went along with it. 
As long as I try to capture the right mo-
ment using the right resources avail-
able at the moment like the subject, 
light, shadow, form, space..., 
then I think I have taken a good shot. I usually do not ask a person to pose for a portrait because that person is a part of 
the natural resource available at that time and asking him or her to pose will make the photo look superficial or unreal-
istic. You know, a photographer is like a fisherman -  he takes his fish rod (his camera) and goes fishing; sometimes he’s 
back with a lot of fish or sometimes back with nothing but his fish rod. He’s out there seeking beauty and harmony with 
no premeditated ideas and waiting for a unique moment to capture. And at that moment he is completely free of any 
style, he’s just himself and that’s what counts. So as odd as it may sound my style is “no style”.     

PBase Magazine: Has your work been influenced by 
any other artist/photographer? And how?

Moftah: When I was young I used to think Joan Miró and 
René Magritte paintings have a lot of influence on me. 
But as I grew up I found that it was a naïve and misleading 
thought. You see, any artist is the result of what he lived, 
saw, read and listened. He is the outcome of his interac-
tion with what surrounds him. How can I ignore the fact 
that I was raised in a family of artists? My grandfather was 
a graduate of the first art school in Egypt, my father was a 
painter, my uncle was an architect and my brother is an in-
terior designer. They must all have had an influence on me!
How can I forget that I grew up in such an open museum 
like Egypt where many civilizations: Pharaonic, Greek, Ro-
man, Coptic, Islamic and modern have miraculously co-ex-
isted in one place? I remember how fascinated I was by the 
scenes I used to watch as a child: the Nile and its fantastic 
bridges, the sailing fellucas over the river, the sunsets...

 ...the people celebrating their feasts in new clothes, crowds in the festivals, the street vendors, the trees edging the 
banks of the river, the statues, the horses and donkeys pulling carriages across and so much more. 
I was lucky because I have seen Cairo before its collapse - when it was serene, clean, green and glittering at night, that 
was till the mid-seventies. I remember every outing - day or night - was like continuous daydreaming, wherever you go 
there was something to immerse your senses into and fill you with visions that never fade. So it was unfair to think that 
only Miro or Magritte had an influence on me because the picture is much wider than I imagined earlier.        
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PBase Magazine: Describe for us the creative process that goes through in your mind, with your lens and the post 
production that produces such stunning images as those from your “Mind Voyage” gallery?

Moftah: Actually describing the creative process can be a very complicated matter but I’ll try to put it in simple terms 
so I will answer you through three different examples and will try and show you at the same time how varied are the 
games that our minds can play:
 
The first is about my photo named “Everybody paints his own sky”. The original shot was taken in a coastal town 300 
km from Cairo, when I saw this fellow painting the boat in blue. His state of joy and the way he was dancing around the 
boat inspired me -on the spot- that he was painting the sky. At that moment I envisioned the final photo. I had to search 
my archive for a photo of a sky to complete the vision. 

The second example is about my photo named “Mind Voy-
age”. When I took this photo, all I cared about was getting a 
correct exposure and shot of this London street performer. 
Later on in Cairo when I reveiwed it on my monitor I dis-
covered that the photo had more than a photo of a street 
performer. I found it so majestic and meditative! It revealed 
the message clearly and simply. It had become complete 
without adding any kind of post production.

The third example is about my photo named “Late-night 
Thoughts” – in this case I knew what I wanted to achieve 
beforehand, so I took the photograph exactly the way I 
wanted the output to be, as it was envisioned in my mind.
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PBase Magazine: How vibrant is the photographic com-
munity in Egypt?

Moftah:The photographic community in Egypt is still 
developing; this is mainly because both Egyptian art crit-
ics and audiences do not consider photography as a fine art 
yet. We do of course have photojournalists and commercial 
photographers serving the advertising industry but they are 
dedicated only to their professions. Unlike the painters and 
sculpture community which is well developed and thriving, 
the photographic community has yet a long way to go. I can 
see some good photographers here and there on the inter-
net. I believe these are good examples that fine art photog-
raphy is on the right track and will eventually get its rightful 
place here.

PBase Magazine: Describe a typical day in the life 
of Mostafa Moftah.

Moftah: Well, let me describe a typical full day, not 
just a photographic expedition. Since my studio is 
home-based, my day starts in the morning with a cup 
of Turkish coffee, checking and answering my emails 
then practicing some guitar or reading till lunch. In the 
afternoon I practice my guitar again and if I am lucky I 
compose or experiment with some music or finish up 
some shots taken previously. I love to spend time with 
my family as well (typically early evenings), watching 
a movie or meeting my friends. Late evenings are usu-
ally my peak time in the studio trying to come up with 
some visuals that are playing in my mind, or, simply 
dabbling around with a thoughtless state of mind - 
and that’s the most enjoyable part of the day.

PBase Magazine: Do you describe yourself as a canvas artist or a photographer? Is there is difference in your mind?
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Take	Me	A	Picture

Moftah: Working as a graphic designer, musician, painter and photographer makes me say that I consider myself as 
a visual artist or a multimedia artist rather than any of the afore-mentioned. My point is painting,  photographing or 
composing is just a medium that communicates my message to the audience so my mindset is the same: focusing on 
getting my message across as best as I can whatever the medium.   

Whisper	Light
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PBase Magazine: Have you shot with film before go-
ing digital? Which do you prefer and why?

Moftah: I taught myself photography and processing 
with a lot of great help from Focal Press Books. As I men-
tioned earlier, my primary motivation earlier was to use 
photos as an assisting element for my paintings. I started 
in mid-70s with a Yashica TLR and then Mamiya RB67 SLR 
and Minolta X-700 SLR. I had my own B&W darkroom in 
which I used to play and experiment with different devel-
oping and printing processes. Now all these experiments 
seem naïve compared to what Photoshop has to offer. I 
had my first digital camera in 2004.

Of course I prefer digital cameras - with it you have more 
control to get the results you desire faster and cheaper 
and most importantly without hurting the environment. 

I was surprised to hear some photographers saying that 
real fine art photography can only produced by using 
film, I think they are not seeing the potential of the digital 
revolution and what it could do to their profession. They 
do not really know what they are missing. A real artist as 
I know always welcomes progress and makes it a friend 
not an enemy.       

PBase Magazine: I noticed you sell prints on your 
website. Who are your typical customers?

Moftah: Living in Egypt poses some logistic and finan-
cial difficulties for marketing my prints internationally 
in term of shipping and payment. That is why I am only 
targeting the local market of Egyptians and expatriates.

PBase Magazine: You are a painter as well as a musi-
cian in addition to being an amazing photographer. How 
have your additional skills helped you with photography? 
Specifically, how does music influence your photography 
skills?

Moftah: It was easy for me to move to photography 
as being a painter I had all the skills and rules needed to 
compose an image.The skills of playing music does not 
directly relate to photography; however savouring the 
flavour of music can have a profound effect on the quality 
of photography.

Lighting	Candles	-	Varanasi

Silver	Umbrella	-	Singapore	



PBase Magazine: Your profile mentions you are a 
member of the “Egyptian Syndicate of Plastic Arts. Please 
tell our readers a little more about this.

PBase Magazine: You also have a ‘facebook fan’ page. How effective are social networking tools such as this for a 
photographer? How does it help you?

Moftah: With the Internet now integrated into nearly all aspects of every-
day use, many photographers are recognizing the important role that  social 
networking can play in the world of entrepreneurship. Social networking can 
help a photgrapher gain contacts, clients, and increased public awareness. 
Even photographers who run small businesses from their homes can take 
advantage of this resource to set up a global presence. To make the most of 
social networking, it’s important to fully understand the concept of social 
networking and how it can be applied in ways that will help you grow your 
business.
It’s too early to evaluate my fan page because I just set it up. I also set up a 
Group named “Paint with Light” in Arabic to introduce fine art photography 
to Arabic members. 
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It’s	Raining

Woman	in	Black	-	Varanasi

Moftah: It’s important for Egyptian visitors to know that 
I am a registered member at that organization, that’s why 
I mentioned it in my profile. 

The Egyptian Syndicate of Plastic Arts was established 
in 1986 to sponsor artistic movement in Egypt, stimulate 
artistic awareness and aesthetic appreciation. It also of-
fers facilities to artists to enable them to perform and/or 
exhibit by providing galleries either at home or abroad in 
addition to sending artists abroad for study.

The syndicate focus is currently on social service rather 
than promoting arts. So its main objective is to keep 
artists under one umbrella and identity. Because it’s still 
in its infancy, it will take quite sometime in Egypt to get 
such an essential organization matured as well as politi-
cally corrected.



PBase Magazine: Egypt is a place full of rich history. 
Which are your favorite places in Egypt for photography 
and why?

Moftah: It’s the Sahara, of course. The desert while giving 
you serenity, a profound feel of freedom and calmness also 
poses significant visual challenges when it comes to captur-
ing those feelings because you are mainly dealing with vast 
expanses of horizontal lines. But above all it gives what you 
miss in other places: open space, serenity and freedom. 
That’s what you may call heaven.

PBase Magazine: If you had $5000 to spend on photo-
graphic equipment, how would you spend it?
Moftah: My wishlist for this summer includes buying the 
new “Canon EOS 550D” (and by the way It’s much cheaper 
than the amount you proposed).

PBase Magazine: As a corollary, if you were given a 
blank cheque to buy only ONE photographic equipment (no 
matter how expensive), what would it be and why?

Moftah: I would buy the “HP Designjet T1200 44-in large 
format Printer”. It’s larger than the one I have
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PBase Magazine: Five years from now, where do you 
want to see yourself?

Moftah: You know when you reach my age of mid-fifties 
you realize that you have to live your life on a day to day 
basis, to enjoy every moment to the fullest, to keep your 
passion intact and to seek new life and art ventures. I en-
joy my life and my work very much and this what counts. 
I focus on “here and now” with an open mind and hopeful 
heart that there are still melodies and tunes I could com-
pose, beauties and glimpses I could capture and sadness 
and despair I could overcome. I enjoy what I have and 
what I have at the moment is no little. I hope you consider 
this a proper answer.

PBase Magazine: How do you see Color vs. Black & White?

Moftah: Both Color and Black&White have its own beauty and charm. Personally I prefer to play more with B&W. To 
me, B&W emphasizes the moment more and gives a timeless mood to photographs.

PBase Magazine: You have long years of experience in graphic design in which you served the advertising industry in 
your country. What have you learned from these experiences?

Moftah: I have learned a lot actually. Most of all I learned that content should have a purpose or a message and how 
important it is to package my work in a good presentation format. Last but not least, it is extremely important to create 
meaningful titles to photos and galleries.

PBase Magazine: Finally, what advice would you have for photographers who want to have the ‘Eye of Mostafa 
Moftah’?

Moftah: Having an eye is essential for every person but for the photographer it’s crucial. Developing an eye for the 
photographer is not a simple matter. It’s not enough to study principles and processes and various approaches of pho-
tography to develop such an eye. It may take a lifetime to acquire and accumulate knowledge and expose oneself to 
different experiences to be a good photographer. I advise my fellow photgraphers to develop a tase for all types of fine 
arts particularly painting to sharpen such an eye. They should know that the wider they read, see, and listen the bet-
ter they will become. I urge them not to stick to one branch of knowledge because knowledge is a tree of many, many 
branches and that is what makes a good photographer see and capture what the other overlooked.

More work of Mostafa Moftah can be seen at http://www.pbase.com/moftah
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